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Force-Free Electrodynamics (FFE) describes a particular regime of magnetically dominated rela-
tivistic plasmas, which arises on several astrophysical scenarios of interest such as pulsars or active
galactic nuclei. In this article, we present a full 3D numerical implementation of the FFE evolution
around a Kerr black hole. The novelty of our approach is three-folded: i) We use the “multi-block”
technique [1] to represent a domain with S2×R+ topology within a stable finite-differences scheme.
ii) We employ as evolution equations those arising from a covariant hyperbolization of the FFE
system [2]. iii) We implement stable and constraint-preserving boundary conditions to represent an
outer region given by a uniform magnetic field aligned or misaligned respect to the symmetry axis.
We find stationary jet solutions which reach equilibrium –through boundary conditions– with the
outer numerical surface. This is so, even when the outer boundary is located very close to the
central region (i.e. rout ∼ 10M). These numerical solutions reproduce most of the known results
for analogue astrophysical settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Powerful relativistic jets are often observed in various
astrophysical phenomena expanding a very wide range of
space-time scales, from pulsars to active galactic nuclei
(AGN). The mechanism to power such energetic phenom-
ena –even though not jet fully understood– is believed
to reside on the magnetospheres around compact (spin-
ning) objects like neutron stars or black holes; where
intense magnetic fields, accompanied by charged parti-
cles (plasma), tap rotational energy from the central ob-
ject and induce strong Poynting fluxes [3–5]. While pul-
sars admit a classical electrodynamical interpretation in
terms of unipolar induction [4], the AGN scenario is more
subtle, since it involves the question of how to extract
energy from a black hole. The general picture for AGNs
was developed in the seminal work of Blandford & Zna-
jek [5], providing a plausible astrophysical mechanism to
extract the BH energy electromagnetically, in a form of
generalized Penrose process [6]. They demonstrated the
existence of stationary electromagnetic fields that pos-
sess outgoing Poynting fluxes, enabled by the presence
of a rarefied plasma around a (slowly) spinning BH with
a magnetized accretion disk. This effect is now broadly
known as the Blandford-Znajek (BZ) mechanism.
Force-Free Electrodynamics (FFE), describes a par-
ticular regime of magnetically dominated plasmas that
plays a key role in the physics of both neutron stars and
black hole magnetospheres. In these regimes, regarded
as the vanishing particle inertia limit of ideal relativistic
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) [7], the electromagnetic
field obeys a modified –nonlinear– version of Maxwell
equations, while the plasma only accommodates as to
locally cancel-out the Lorentz force. Blandford & Zna-
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jek first argued that, under typical astrophysical condi-
tions, the magnetosphere around a spinning black hole
would be composed of a tenuous plasma arising from a
self-regulatory particle production cascade, so that the
dynamics there would be effectively force-free. This has
been later supported by full MHD numerical simulations
(e.g. [8–15]), suggesting the plasma density is very low
away from the disk and especially in the funnel region
over the jet. And although a “real relativistic jet” is ex-
pected to deviate significantly of the force-free regime at
large distances, it was argued that the jet power would
be determined entirely by the initial force-free zone [13].
Most MHD simulations also agreed upon the pres-
ence of a (self-consistently generated) large-scale mag-
netic field threading the black hole. While the strength
and topology of this field is not completely clear (since
is highly dynamical and dependent on the details of the
accretion flow), it has been suggested [10] that near the
rotating BH the dominant field geometry would be given
by a vertical contribution. Such magnetic field around
the central region is believed to play two important roles:
(i) to power the jet by extracting BH rotational energy
through the BZ mechanism; and (ii) to confine the jet.
Considerable analytical and numerical efforts have con-
centrated on the study of black hole magnetospheres un-
der the force-free approximation (see e.g. [7, 16–28]).
Numerical simulations started to look at more realis-
tic astrophysical scenarios beyond the monopole, split-
monopole and paraboloidal field configurations of the
original BZ work. In the AGN context, the black hole
magnetosphere was usually regarded as embedded on
an (asymptotically) uniform vertical magnetic field, sup-
ported by the currents generated on a distant accretion
disk. This was referred as the magnetospheric Wald prob-
lem, in allusion to an exact static electro-vacuum solution
constructed by Wald [29]. It was then noticed that –as
for any dipolar type configuration– the numerical solu-
tions develop an equatorial current sheet within the ergo-
sphere, in which the force-free approach breaks down and
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2some sort of electrical resistivity must take over. And it
has been suggested that such current sheet might play a
crucial role on determining the magnetosphere structure.
Thus, this plasma-filled version of the Wald problem was
signaled as “an ultimate Rosetta Stone for the research
in black hole electrodynamics” [18].
In spite of the fact that the force-free equations have
been around for several years, the mathematical details
regarding their initial and boundary value formulation
were not fully developed until recently. Furthermore, it
has been shown that a direct formulation of force-free
electrodynamics renders a weakly hyperbolic set of evo-
lution equations [30], and hence, an ill-posed problem.
On that article (and on a subsequent work [27]) these
authors show the system was not only strongly hyper-
bolic but symmetric hyperbolic, by presenting suitable
reformulations of the theory in a particular 3 + 1 decom-
position. Following a different approach, we have con-
structed in [2] a covariant hyperbolization for the FFE
system relying on Geroch’s generalized symmetric hyper-
bolic formalism [31]. Since our construction involves an
explicit symmetrizer, it has allowed us to find an appro-
priate set of evolution equations. Moreover, we were able
to covariantly extend the system outside the constraint
submanifold (namely, the surface of all tensor fields Fab
satisfying F ∗abF
ab = 0). The extension was built in a way
that guarantees the system remains well-posed even out-
side of the constraint surface, a essential property for a
numerical implementation, as one knows it is not feasible
to enforce the constraint condition exactly. In the present
work, we use –for the first time– the set of equations de-
rived in [2], to numerically evolve the FFE system.
To implement the problem numerically, we shall con-
sider a computational domain with S2 × R+ topology;
that is, a region foliated by successive concentric spher-
ical layers. This allows to excise the spacetime singu-
larity from the domain and, on the other hand, to fa-
cilitate the implementation of boundary conditions. To
smoothly cover a region with this topology one is forced
to employ multiple coordinate patches, and thus, multi-
ple grids. The challenging aspect of doing so, is in how to
ensure a suitable transfer of information among the differ-
ent grids involved. We adopt to that end, the multi-block
approach [32–34] (see also [1] for the present implementa-
tion on curved backgrounds), which enables the construc-
tion of stable finite-differences schemes for computational
domains with several grids that only abut1. The method
relies on the use of finite difference operators satisfying
summation by parts and penalty techniques to transfer in-
formation between the grids. It essentially consist in the
addition of penalty terms to the evolution equations at
the interfaces among different patches; these terms are
constructed using the characteristic information of the
particular evolution system and guarantees: (i) a consis-
tent transfer of information between the different grids,
1 Only points at boundaries are common to different grids.
and (ii) the derivation of energy estimates at the semi-
discrete level used to ensure numerical stability.
We shall picture our computational domain as im-
mersed on an ambient electromagnetic configuration,
which in our case, would be the uniform magnetic field
of the magnetospheric Wald problem. Then, we use the
penalty technique, combined with such fixed “external
solution”, to set the incoming (characteristic) physical
modes at the outer numerical edge. This way, and to-
gether with a method to handle the magnetic divergence-
free constraint at the boundary (adapted from [35]), we
achieve stable and constraint-preserving boundary con-
ditions for the astrophysical scenario of interest. In con-
trast, the usual treatment one founds in the literature
consist on placing the outer numerical edge far from the
central region (typically at a radius ∼ 100M , or even fur-
ther away) and setting maximally dissipative conditions
there. That is, no-incoming modes from the external sur-
face: nothing comes in and any physical signal reaching
the boundary would leave the numerical domain. There-
fore, the jet solutions obtained under this setup were usu-
ally referred as quasi-stationary configurations (see e.g.
[20, 36]), reflecting the fact that the interior jet solution
is not at “equilibrium” with the outer boundary.
The main result of this article may be stated as follows:
within our numerical approach, involving the evolution of
a new set of FFE equations and a novel treatment for the
boundary conditions, we have obtained truly stationary
jet solutions. These solutions are consistent with those
found in previous works for similar astrophysical settings
(like e.g. [18, 20, 26]). Both the aligned and misaligned
cases exhibit a collimated Poynting flux along the direc-
tion of the asymptotic magnetic field and energy extrac-
tion through the BZ mechanism; a current sheet develops
within the ergosphere at the plane normal to the flux, and
is found to supply significant amounts of EM energy to
the total emitted power; the dependence of the net elec-
tromagnetic flux on black hole spin and inclination angle
is analyzed as well. We have emphasized our numeri-
cal solutions are stationary since, even locating the outer
numerical edge close to the central region, the dynami-
cal fields –after the initial transient– always “equilibrate”
with the boundary and remains stable for long times.
This paper is organized as follows: We begin in Sec. II
by introducing our numerical implementation, including
a brief description of the multi-block approach and a de-
tailed discussion of the boundary conditions adopted. In
Sec. III we present the numerical results on the magneto-
spheric Wald problem, considering both the aligned and
misaligned cases. We analyze the influence the numeri-
cal boundary (condition and location) has on the results.
Conclusions and some perspectives for future projects are
presented on Sec. IV. Appendix A review the set of FFE
evolution equations (taken from [2]) implemented here.
Useful complementary material regarding conservations
and the BZ mechanism is provided on Appendix B. While
Appendix C shows further tests to the code, including
convergence and an analysis of the constraints behavior.
3II. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
We evolve the equations of force-free electrodynamics
obtained in [2], which we have included again here on
an appendix (see equations (A2),(A3)+(A12),(A4)) in
order to keep this article self-contained. Our numerical
implementation is based on the multi-block approach
[1, 32–34] and on a computational infrastructure devel-
oped in [1], where a particular multiple patch structure
has been equipped with the Kerr metric in appropriate
coordinates. In this section, we briefly summarize this
approach and provide further details on the treatment
given to boundary conditions. We then discuss the initial
and boundary data chosen; and finally, we describe how
we deal with the current sheet that develops within the
ergoregion.
A. General Scheme
We consider a numerical domain consisting on several
grids which just abut (i.e. do not overlap), commonly
referred to as multi-block approach. The equations are
discretized at each individual subdomain by using dif-
ference operators constructed to satisfy summation by
parts2 (SBP). In particular, we employ difference oper-
ators which are third-order accurate at the boundaries
and sixth-order on the interior. Penalty terms [32–34]
are added to the evolution equations at boundary points.
These terms penalize possible mismatches between the
different values the characteristic fields take at the in-
terfaces, providing a consistent way of communicate in-
formation between the different blocks: essentially, the
outgoing characteristic modes of one grid are matched
onto the ingoing modes of its neighboring grids. At each
subdomain, it is possible to find a semi-discrete energy
defined by both a symmetrizer of the system at the con-
tinuum and a discrete scalar product (with respect to
which SBP holds). The summation by parts property of
the operators allows one to obtain an energy estimate,
up to outer boundary and interface terms left after SBP.
The penalties are constructed so that they make a contri-
bution to the energy estimate which cancels inconvenient
interface terms, thus providing an energy estimate which
covers the whole integration region across grids. Such
semi-discrete energy estimates –provided an appropriate
time integrator is chosen– guarantee the stability of the
numerical scheme [37]. A classical fourth order Runge-
Kutta method is used for time integration in our code.
Each subdomain is handed to a separate processor,
while the information required for the interfaces treat-
ment is communicated among them by the message pass-
2 A property representing the discrete analogue of integration by
parts at the continuous level.
ing interface (MPI) system. The computation for each
grid may be, as well, parallelized by means of OpenMP.
We incorporate numerical dissipation to the code
through the use of adapted Berger-Oliger operators [38].
We handle the output of our numerical simulations with
VisIt [39], a visualization tool used to make most of the
plots in this article.
B. Multiple Patch Structure
We want to represent a foliation of the Kerr spacetime
on a computational domain with the topology S2 × R+.
A relatively simple multi-block structure for S2 is given
by the so called cubed sphere coordinates, represented by
a set of six patches (as illustrated on Figure 1). The
FIG. 1. Cubed sphere coordinates: six Cartesian patches to
cover the sphere, with points only overlapping at boundaries.
idea is to write the background metric in Kerr-Schild
form and use the cubed sphere coordinates for the an-
gular directions. This scheme was already considered in
[1], where the explicit definitions for this set of coordi-
nates are provided. In this way, the three-dimensional
space can be though as being foliated by successive lay-
ers of spherical concentric surfaces. Our computational
domain is thus a spherical shell, like the one depicted
on Fig. 2. The inner edge is located at some radius rin,
always inside the black hole horizon (for any choice of
spin parameter), and hence, no boundary condition is
needed there, as it constitute a purely-outflow surface.
The outer boundary, on the other hand, extends to a ra-
dius, rout, that will range from 10M to 100M (depending
on the case under consideration). Notice that r here (and
hereafter) denotes the radius in the isotropic coordinates
of the Kerr-Schild foliation, rather than the usual Kerr-
Schild or Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinates.
The metric in Kerr-Schild form can be written as
gab = ηab +H`a`b, where ηab is the flat metric and `a is
certain null co-vector (both with respect to the flat and
the whole metric). For visual representation, throughout
this article, we will present our results in the Cartesian
4FIG. 2. Half of the computational domain for a typical reso-
lution (grid-points are at the intersections of the black lines).
Three grids are shown, from the six that makes a spherical
shell covering the range between r = 1.35M to r = 11.35M .
Further spherical shells (like this one) can be added to cover
larger radial distances. The semitransparent (red) surface
represents the event horizon of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.9.
coordinates {x, y, z} associated with the flat part of the
metric3. That is why the event horizon, the red semi-
transparent surface in Fig. 2, does not look spherical.
The typical resolution employed in the simulations
consist on 41 × 41 points for the angular directions at
each grid4, and 201 points to cover a radial distance of
10M . Fig. 2 illustrates this typical resolution to pro-
vide the readers with an intuitive feel of grid-points den-
sity. In some cases we have doubled the resolution (i.e.
81 × 81 × 401 for each grid), as in Figs. 3 and 10; and
some calculations were done using a coarser resolution
(half of the typical one) as those shown in Figs. 5 and 11.
C. Boundary Conditions
We must prescribe boundary conditions (only) on the
external surface of our numerical domain, i.e. the sphere
of radius rout. That is, we need to set –at each point
3 Sometimes referred as the Kerr-Schild “Cartesian” coordinates,
or the Kerr-Schild frame (see e.g. [40]).
4 Totalizing a number of around 9600 points for each of the spher-
ical layers that foliate space.
over this surface– the incoming characteristic modes as-
sociated with our particular evolution system. There are
in general two kind of conditions: those corresponding to
the physical scenario one wishes to represent and those
related with the preservation of the constraints. We shall
rely on the penalty method to enforce the physical modes,
while we will use alternative methods to ensure no con-
straint violations arise from the boundary.
For the evolution equations we want to implement,
there are four physical modes (the fast magneto-sonic and
Alfven waves) and three (unphysical) constraint modes.
Since the theory is nonlinear, these different subspaces
might degenerate at some points during the evolution,
and thus, a careful analysis for the characteristic struc-
ture of the system is needed. This was already done by
the authors in Appendix A of reference [2], where all the
possible degeneracy cases were examined in detail. With
this information at hand we are now in conditions to ap-
propriately modify the evolution equations at the outer
boundary points.
1. Physical condition
As previously discussed, the idea here is to use the
penalty terms, which may be written:
∂tU
α → ∂tUα +
∑
i
(
λi
σoo∆x
)
Pα(i)β
(
Uβext − Uβ
)
(1)
with Uα := {φ,Ei, Bi} being the set of dynamical fields.
The corrective terms are given by a sum over all the in-
coming physical modes (i.e. physical characteristic sub-
spaces “i” with positive eigenvalues, λi > 0), where P
α
(i)β
is the projection onto the i-subspace, and Uαext represents
the “exterior” solution we want to impose 5. The factors
σoo and ∆x in the expression reflect the dependence on
the discrete inner product used and on the grid resolu-
tion, respectively.
2. Constraints
To restrict the entrance of possible violations of the
divergence-free constraint (∇ · ~B = 0), we adapt to our
problem a method proposed in [35]. The idea is to study
the subsidiary system describing the dynamics of the con-
straint, and then impose the no-incoming condition on
these modes. Such subsidiary system is obtained from
the definitions D := DjBj and δi := ∂iφ as,
∂tD = β
k∂kD +D Djβj − α Djδj − δk∂kα+DjZj
∂tδ
i = ∂i(βkδk)− α(∂iD + κδi)− (D + κφ)∂iα− ∂iW
5 This idea of analytically fixing the incoming characteristic modes
(“exterior solution”) was also used in [27] to study the stability
of the exact null+ FFE solutions on a Schwarzschild background.
5where Zi ≡ α
F˜
[
ˆijkrjB˜k +
E˜i
B˜2
S˜krk
]
and W ≡ α
F˜
E˜krk.
Its characteristic problem –after some manipulations–
reduces to,
(λ− βm)Dˆ = −αδˆm
(λ− βm)δˆi = −αDˆmi
where mi is the unit normal to the boundary, and we
have denoted contractions by, βm ≡ βimi and δˆm ≡ δˆimi.
Hence, the no-incoming condition reads:
1
2
(δm −D) = 0 (2)
Solving for D and δm from the general system and
imposing the condition (2), we finally get the corrective
terms at boundary points:
∂tφ→ ∂tφ+ 1
2
α
[DjBj −mj∂jφ] (3)
∂tB
i → ∂tBi − 1
2
αmi
[DjBj −mj∂jφ] (4)
Regarding the algebraic constraint, G = 0, we observe
the evolution equations naturally determines ∂tG ∼ 0
at the boundary, whenever the value of the constraint
remains small (i.e. G ∼ 0) at the interior. Thus, provided
we manage to keep this constraint under control through
the evolution, there would be no need to further modify
the equations at the outer boundary.
We monitor the behavior of both constraints during
our simulations to ensure there are no violations entering
from the boundary and, moreover, that no significant
deviations develop within the whole numerical domain.
To see these results we refer the reader to Section C 3.
D. Initial/Boundary Data
We consider a spinning black hole surrounded by a
magnetized accretion disk. Assuming the disk to be suf-
ficiently distant, the magnetic field configuration it gives
rise to would look essentially uniform within our compu-
tational domain. The direction of this magnetic field is
perpendicular to the disk, and is not necessarily aligned
with the symmetry axis of the spacetime. We shall then
picture our black hole as initially immersed on a uniform
magnetic field, aligned or misaligned respect to the ro-
tational axis. In isotropic Kerr-Schild coordinates thus
reads,
Bx =
Bo√
h
sin (αo), B
y = 0, Bz =
Bo√
h
cos (αo) (5)
The interior solution will be modified during the evolu-
tion due to the presence of the plasma around the BH
horizon, while the exterior region should remain domi-
nated by the uniform magnetic field configuration. Thus,
we will set this configuration as the “exterior” solution
(Uαext) on equation (1), as discussed above.
We want to chose astrophysically relevant values
for an scenario with a super-massive black hole of
mass M ∼ 106−10M and a magnetic field of around
B ∼ 101−4G [41]. In particular, we adopt a black
hole mass M = 108M and a magnetic field strength
Bo = 10
4G for later comparison with [20]. In the
geometrized units of the code (where the mass of the
black hole has been set to unity), and according to
the Lorentz-Heaviside units employed for the evolution
equations, the magnetic field strength must be then
Bo[1/M ] = 1.2× 10−8.
E. Current Sheet Treatment
It is well known that current sheets may develop on
black hole magnetospheres. In particular, dipolar magne-
tospheric configurations leads to the formation of a strong
current sheet at the equatorial plane. In these regions,
the force-free condition B2 − E2 > 0 is no longer satis-
fied and the theory breaks down, physically and mathe-
matically. The perfect conductivity approximation fails
and a model of electrical resistivity would be required.
Komissarov [18] analyzed a model of radiative resistivity
based on the inverse Compton scattering of background
photons and concluded that the cross-field conductivity
inside the current sheet has to be governed by a self-
regulatory mechanism ensuring marginal screening of the
electric field. Thus, the electromagnetic field at the cur-
rent sheet is expected to satisfy,
B2 − E2 ≈ 0
A simple way of implement this resistivity numerically
(even though not very appealing from the mathematical
point of view) is by reducing the electric field whenever it
gets too close in magnitude to the magnetic one. This is
applied at each iteration of the Runge-Kutta time step.
In this way, one is effectively dissipating electric field at
the current sheet and driving the electromagnetic field
into a state very close to B2 − E2 = 0, as physically
expected. We do it by follow a similar prescription to
the one employed in [20], but “cutting” the field on a
slightly smoother manner:
Ei → f
( |E|
|B|
)
Ei
where f(x) is a smooth piecewise function, which equals
one for x ≤ 1− 2ε; is given by a fifth degree polynomial
for the interval 1 − 2ε < x < 1 − ε; and is 1x for larger
values of x. With ε being a small parameter, generally
set to ε = 0.05 in the code.
6FIG. 3. Aligned case: late time numerical solution (t = 120M) for a black hole with a = 0.9. Left: Representative streamlines
of the magnetic field (black thick lines) and the electric field (blue lines). The solid black surface is the BH horizon, whereas
the semitransparent (red) one represents the ergosphere. Right: The radial Poynting flux density is shown in color scale at
the x− z plane. Thick solid and dotted black lines represents the black hole horizon and ergosphere, respectively.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As discussed in Section II D, we chose initial/boundary
data to study the magnetospheric Wald problem, in which
a uniform magnetic field dominates the far field region.
Our numerical solutions goes through an initial dynami-
cal transient where the magnetic field lines twist around
and an electric field is induced; after which, all the sim-
ulations reach a steady state. The time to reach such
final configurations depends on the location of the outer
numerical boundary, to which they equilibrate with.
The late time solutions attained are truly stationary
and exhibit collimated flows of electromagnetic energy, as
those seen on the right panel of figures 3 and 10. The net
flux over any spherical surface, Φ(R), is always positive,
meaning energy is being extracted from the black hole.
This energy is carried to the asymptotic region in the
form of a collimated Poynting flux: the jet.
We find no significant differences in the late time nu-
merical solutions for initial/boundary data corresponding
to the uniform magnetic field we use here (also used in
[20]) and the Wald configuration with zero electric field
(as considered in e.g. [18]). The reason for that, can
be easily understood by noticing that the magnetic fields
on these two configurations only (slightly) differ near the
black hole horizon; and hence, the boundary data –which
is ultimately what determines the final state– is essen-
tially the same in both cases.
We shall consider first the case where the asymp-
totic magnetic field is aligned with the symmetry-axis
of the black hole. This will serve to explore some of
the known features of these jet solutions: the operation
of the Blandford-Znajek mechanism, the dependence of
this mechanism on black hole spin, the presence of an
electronic circuit, and the development of an equatorial
current sheet and its effects on the total emitted power.
We will also use this scenario to analyze the influence of
the conditions and location adopted for the outer numeri-
cal boundary. Later, we shall abandon axial symmetry to
study the more general case when the asymptotic field is
not aligned with the rotation axis of the black hole. This
way, we will exploit the full potential of our three di-
mensional code, and confirm some known –though more
scarce– results for this setting.
A. Aligned Case
In Fig. 3 we have considered a representative (high
resolution) numerical solution for the aligned case, with
black hole spin a = 0.9. The general structure of the
electric and magnetic fields is depicted on the left panel
image, where it can be seen that all the magnetic field
lines which penetrate the ergosphere acquire a toroidal
component. The electric field is predominantly toroidal
everywhere, with an induced z-component along the jet.
7FIG. 4. Angular frequency of magnetic field lines at late time
(t = 120M) solution, for a spinning black hole with a = 0.9.
Left: Contour lines of ΩF /ΩH between 0.05 and 0.45 (near
the axis) at the x− z plane. Thick solid and dotted lines rep-
resents the black hole horizon and ergosphere, respectively.
Right: Profile of ΩF /ΩH across the jet: it shows the distri-
bution on the cylindrical distance from the axis, ρ, at z = 4M .
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the radial6 EM energy flux
density, pr (see (B4)), on the x − z plane. It illustrates
the highly collimated Poynting flux generated.
A first question one may ask is, whether the energy ex-
traction taking place in these configurations are Penrose-
like processes, or not. In the aligned case, we know the
late times solutions are stationary and axi-symmetric.
Thus, we just need to check if our solutions satisfy the
Blandford-Znajek condition [5, 6],
0 < ΩF < ΩH (6)
within the ergoregion. Where,
ΩF :=
Ftθ
Fθϕ
(7)
is the rotation frequency of the electromagnetic field,
which captures the notion of “angular velocity of the
magnetic field lines” for the stationary and axi-symmetric
case (see e.g. [5, 18, 20]); and ΩH :=
a
2MrH
, is the frame
dragging orbital frequency at the black hole horizon.
In Fig. 4, we plot the quotient ΩF /ΩH of a represen-
tative late time configuration, which confirms that the
6 Here, we refer again to a radius r in the isotropic coordinates of
the Kerr-Schild foliation, rather than the usual radial coordinate.
We remark, however, that both densities should look very similar.
BZ condition is indeed satisfied. The left panel presents
contour lines of this quantity on the x − z plane, show-
ing those magnetic field lines crossing the ergoregion ac-
quire angular velocity and fulfill condition (6). More-
over, it can be seen the values attained at the jet region,
ΩF ∼ 0.5 ΩH , represents a maximum in the power ex-
pression, i.e. (B5). The right panel of Fig. 4, on the other
hand, displays a the distribution of ΩF /ΩH at z = 4M .
It provides with a representative profile (at any height z)
of the magnetic field lines angular velocity distribution
across the jet.
1. Dependence on black hole spin
We consider the dependence of the net flux of energy
emerging from the black hole on its spin parameter. It
was argued that the total electromagnetic energy flux
behaves as Φ ∝ Ω2H , at first leading order [13, 20]. In
Fig. 5, we plot Φ for different values of the spin parame-
ter, together with the curve Ω2H(a). It can be seen from
the image, that the curve fits the numerical values very
well. We also note these results are in good agreement
with those found in fig. 4 of [20]. The only significant
difference we report, is a factor of (almost) two on the
emitted power: our net energy flux is roughly twice the
one obtained there7.
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
a
0
1e-16
2e-16
3e-16
Φ
numerical data
fitting ∝ (ΩΗ)
2
FIG. 5. Dependence on black hole spin of the total EM energy
flux (in the aligned case). A black hole of mass M = 108M
and a magnetic field of strength Bo = 10
4G are considered,
for comparison with [20]. The dots corresponds to the net flux
(integrated at r = 2.5M) in our numerical solutions; while the
dashed (red) curve is a fit of the form Φ ∝ Ω2H .
7 Recall we chose the strength of the asymptotic magnetic field
and black hole mass for comparison with this reference.
8FIG. 6. Electronic circuit and induced charge distribution
for a late time solution (t = 120M) on a black hole with a =
0.9. Charge density (color scale) and poloidal electric currents
(arrows) are displayed on the x− z plane. Solid/dashed lines
represents the black hole horizon and ergosphere, respectively.
2. Electronic circuit
It is interesting to note one can recover part of the in-
formation regarding the plasma through Maxwell equa-
tion, ja ≡ ∇bF ab. On Fig. 6, we display the electric
charge density at the x − z plane, along with the in-
duced electric currents found in our late time numerical
solutions. As seen in the image, the current flow in the
direction of the symmetry axis into the black hole at the
poles and then back out (in the opposite sense) within
a cylindrical shell starting near the intersection of the
ergosphere and the equatorial plane. Such induced elec-
tronic circuit on the magnetospheric plasma is consistent
with known qualitative and numerical studies (see e.g.
[18, 20]); and is what determines the critical difference
with the electro-vacuum case (i.e. no plasma), allow-
ing for the Poynting flux and energy extraction from the
black hole.
The ripples observed on the charge density distribution
on Fig. 6 are due to the numerical prescription we use to
handle the current sheet, that generate numerical distur-
bances which then propagate around and dissipate. Since
computing the charge density involves spatial derivatives,
it is particularly sensitive to this numerical noise.
3. Current sheet
Since all magnetic streamlines penetrating the ergo-
sphere are “forced to co-rotate” with the black hole,
a discontinuity on the toroidal component of the mag-
netic field is then generated along the equatorial plane
(within the ergosphere) and a current sheet develops. In
Fig. 7, we display contour lines of B
2−E2
B2 on the x − z
plane, raging from around 0.1 at the inner region (close
to the equatorial plane) up to 0.9. This distribution of
B2−E2
B2 illustrates the structure of the current sheet, as
it is known that a violation of the magnetic-domination
condition is taken as evidence that the plasma would
have a non-negligible back reaction on the electric field.
At this region, we know our numerical implementation
is effectively dissipating electric field (Section II E). We
have attempted to restrict the dissipating mechanism to
make it operate only inside the black hole horizon8, but
failed. This fact relates with the observation made in
[18] that the “gravitationally induced” electric field can-
not be completely screened inside the ergosphere. So it
seems there is no way to prevent a strong current sheet
from developing inside the ergoregion, and thus, the equi-
librium reached by the late time solutions will have this
mechanism actively operating there.
Komissarov has suggested that the anisotropic resis-
tivity seems to play a key role in shaping the resulting
magnetic field structure (within the ergosphere at least),
when comparing the FFE solutions from [18] with those
ideal MHD solutions found in [11]. A similar observation
was made in Ref. [26], where the authors developed a
family of analytic jet-like solutions and found the numer-
ical evolution tends to a unique steady configuration (in-
dependently of initial data). They suggest (as observed
previously in [22, 42] in the context of neutron stars) that
it might be the equatorial current sheet which determines
the final state from the whole family of possible solutions.
The fact that the numerical resistivity is operating at
the current sheet in our late time configurations means
the electromagnetic stress energy tensor is no longer con-
served there; and thus, a source (or sink) of energy is ex-
pected to contribute when analyzing the total flux emit-
ted (see expression (B1)). As it was first pointed out in
Ref. [18], the current sheet indeed supplies both energy
and angular momentum to the force-free magnetosphere.
We have plotted, in Fig. 8, the net Poynting flux as it
passes through r = cst spheres, as a function of r. The
figure illustrates how the flux increases considerably in
between the horizon and the ergosphere. The increment
might be interpreted in part by negative energy falling
into the black hole and in part as the energy of the electric
field being dissipated at the current sheet; that energy
is also negative, so its dissipation actually increases the
8 By gradually reducing it after the initial transient.
9FIG. 7. Contour lines of B
2−E2
B2
for a representative late time
solution (a = 0.9) at the x− z plane. It illustrates the struc-
ture of the current sheet developed. Solid and dashed black
lines represents the BH horizon and ergosphere, respectively.
energy as seen from infinity. Thus, we find that perplex-
ing situation where dissipation acts as a positive source
of energy. The curves displayed corresponds to differ-
ent values of the parameter controlling the mechanism
to handle the current sheet, as described on Section II E.
Essentially, the grater the value of the parameter ε the
more the electric field gets trimmed at the sheet and,
hence, larger amounts of energy getting dissipated. This
reflects on the plot, which shows larger increments on the
emitted power for larger values of ε.
4. Dependence on boundary condition/location
A natural question arises regarding our outer bound-
ary condition treatment, which can be stated as follows:
What is the influence the location of the numerical edge
has on our late time solutions? To that matter, we have
consider in Fig. 9, the evolution of the electromagnetic
energy enclosed in a common region of space (specifically
r ∈ [1.35M, 11.65M ]), and the evolution of the net en-
ergy flux through a fixed spherical surface at r = 3M , for
simulations with their numerical edges placed at different
2 3rErH
r (M)
1e-16
2e-16
Φ
ε = 0.03
ε = 0.05
ε = 0.07
FIG. 8. Net energy flux as a function of Cartesian radius:
energy is being “injected” by dissipation at the current sheet.
The flux is integrated on spherical layers at different radius,
for representative numerical configurations (with a = 0.9).
The curves corresponds to different values of the parameter ε,
which controls the dissipative prescription (see Section II E).
rH and rE (horizon and ergosphere intersection with the equa-
torial plane) signals the region where energy is not conserved.
radius. Another run using maximally dissipative bound-
ary conditions (and with the outer edge placed very far,
rout ∼ 225M) was consider as well, for comparison.
Within our approach for the outer BC, we see the en-
ergy (top image) reaches an equilibrium on a time that
depends on the location of the outer edge: when it is
placed closer to the black hole, the solution equilibrates
faster. The value attained also depends on the bound-
ary location, being larger for smaller domains. Whereas
in the case of the maximally dissipative BC, the energy
keeps slowly dropping towards the end of the simulation
at t = 200M . For the Poynting flux (bottom image), we
notice that the net flux achieved under our BC, at differ-
ent radial locations, seems to equilibrate and approach
to a single value near the end (still slightly larger for
smaller numerical domains). We further notice that it
takes longer for the flux to equilibrate. In the case of the
outgoing boundary condition, we see the flux is slowly in-
creasing after the first transient but then gradually starts
to decrease at the final stage. Its value is, however, al-
ways lower when compared with the other numerical so-
lutions. This observation might help on explaining the
difference in the emitted power we found on Sec. III A 1.
We have noticed that when imposing the outgoing
boundary conditions through penalty terms, there is an
initial perturbation generated at the external surface,
which propagates (at the speed of light) into the bulk.
When this perturbation reaches the central region, the
solution gets ruined, and hence, the time we are allowed
to run the simulation gets limited. The reason for such
perturbation to occur is that the penalties try to enforce
the no-incoming condition from the very beginning, while
the incoming modes associated to the initial data em-
ployed are nonzero.
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FIG. 9. Numerical solutions with an outer edge located at
different radius, further compared with a solution obtained
under maximally dissipative boundary conditions. Top: The
evolution of the EM energy, when integrated up-to r ∼ 12M .
Bottom: Net Poynting flux through the spherical layer at
r = 3M , as a function of time.
B. Misaligned Case
We are interested on studying those cases in which the
exterior magnetic field (generated by the accretion disk)
is not aligned to the black hole rotational axis. We choose
the x− z plane for this displacement and denoted by αo
the angle between these two directions (see expr. (5)). A
representative (high resolution) late time configuration,
corresponding to a spin parameter a = 0.9 and an inclina-
tion angle αo = 15°, is displayed on Fig. 10. The electric
and magnetic field attained (left panel image) are very
similar to those in the aligned case, but now tilted. It
is also apparent from the picture that the distribution of
magnetic streamlines is no longer axi-symmetric. Again,
a collimated Poynting flux is observed at the final sta-
tionary solutions (see right panel of Fig. 10). It can be
seen that the jet follows the direction of the asymptotic
(or exterior) magnetic field.
1. Dependence on inclination angle
We now consider the dependence of the jet power on
the inclination angle. To that end, we vary the angle
αo from zero (aligned case) to
pi
2 (orthogonal case). In
Fig. 11, this dependence is illustrated for a particular
value of spin parameter (a = 0.7) and contrasted with
the expected Φ ∝ 1 + cos2(αo) behavior, which is consis-
tent with the one found for analytic non axi-symmetric
jet solutions in [28]. Again, our results compares well
with those obtained in [20] (figure 4) and, as observed
there, we see that even for the extreme situation where
the two directions are orthogonal there is still a positive
net electromagnetic energy flux. Moreover, the jet power
decreases only to a fraction of the one in the aligned
case. In contrast, we do not find the small bump around
αo ≈ 15°reported in [20]. Instead, however, we find a sim-
ilar departure of the trend starting from around αo ≈ 30°.
As described in [20], we also find that the transversal
structure of the magnetic field is given by a toroidal field
with (counter)-clockwise rotation in the (anti)-aligned
scenario, while in the orthogonal case (αo = pi/2), the
system generates instead two counter-rotating toroidal
fields off-set by a distance of about the black hole diam-
eter (see figure 6 from Ref. [20]).
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article, we have introduced a new finite-
difference code to perform time-dependent and fully 3D
numerical simulations of force-free electrodynamics on a
Kerr background. The code evolves, for the first time,
the set of FFE equations developed in [2], which has im-
proved properties in terms of well-posedness: it is a sym-
metric hyperbolic system and it remains so even when
~E · ~B 6= 0, while the more traditional FFE evolution equa-
tions has shown to be only weakly hyperbolic [2, 27, 30].
The second and more important feature of the code con-
sist on the implementation of stable and constraint pre-
serving boundary conditions, which allows to represent
the numerical domain as embedded on a particular ambi-
ent configuration of the electromagnetic field. Our treat-
ment for the outer boundary relies on the penalty tech-
nique (already build-in for the multiple patch structure
of the code), that uses the characteristic information of
the particular evolution system. We chose a uniform
magnetic field, as the surrounding environment, to set
the incoming physical modes at the numerical boundary.
While for the constraints modes, we adapt an alternative
method to avoid undesired constraint-violations to arise.
The inner numerical boundary, on the other hand, is al-
ways placed inside the black hole horizon and, therefore,
no boundary condition has to be prescribed there.
We have found stationary jet solutions that reproduces
many of the central known results of the area. Namely:
that all magnetic field lines crossing the ergosphere ac-
quire a toroidal component (or angular velocity); that
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FIG. 10. Misaligned case (αo = 15°): late time numerical solution (t = 120M) for a black hole with a = 0.9. Left:
Representative streamlines of the magnetic field (black thick lines) and the electric field (blue lines). The solid black surface is
the BH horizon, whereas the semitransparent (red) one represents the ergosphere. Right: The radial Poynting flux density is
shown in color scale at the x − z plane. Thick solid and dotted black lines represents the black hole horizon and ergosphere,
respectively.
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FIG. 11. Dependence of the electromagnetic energy flux on
the orientation of the asymptotic magnetic field. Net Poynt-
ing flux is plotted as a function of the inclination angle αo.
The dots correspond to the numerical values obtained, while
the dashed (red) curve is a fit of the form Φ ∝ 1 + cos2(αo).
a collimated Poynting flux is generated, together with
an electronic circuit at the surrounding plasma; and
that energy is extracted from the black hole through the
Blandford-Znajek mechanism. We find a net energy flux
dependence on black hole spin and on inclination angle
(among the asymptotic magnetic field direction and the
rotation axis) which is consistent with previous studies.
Our solutions are not just steady states, but truly sta-
tionary configurations, in the sense they achieve equilib-
rium –through boundary conditions– with the ambient
electromagnetic field chosen. We have further analyzed
the influence of the condition and location adopted for
the outer boundary on our numerical results, finding that
the total emitted power might be larger when compared
to analogue simulations that uses maximally dissipative
boundary conditions. The location of the outer edge, on
the other hand, does not seem to significantly affect the
late time configurations, including their luminosities.
We remark that besides the Blandford-Znajek extrac-
tion mechanism acting in our late time solutions, there
is energy injection at the equatorial current sheet [18],
where negative EM energy-at-infinity is being dissipated.
Moreover, we find the amount of energy incorporated to
the stationary emitted flux is significant and depends on
the method to control the current sheet (see Sec. II E).
The more energy dissipated at the sheet, the larger the
flux, which can reach almost twice the value observed at
the black hole horizon. Even though the process is a pri-
ori numerical (to avoid the break-down of the force-free
approximation), it has been argued that when inertial
effects are taken into account, the electromagnetic field
is expected to transfer energy to the fluid as to ensure
a state of marginal screening of the electric field (i.e.
B2 − E2 ≈ 0), effectively dissipating EM energy. And
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thus, in principle, the effect may be genuinely physical.
However, the details of this process are still unclear, and
a finite-resistivity model to go beyond the force-free and
ideal MHD regimes seems to be the essential step to de-
termine a more precise jet structure and emitted power.
In Appendix C, we have considered the monopole and
split-monopole solutions as standard tests to our code, in-
cluding a convergence analysis. We have also monitored
the dynamical behavior of the constraints, ensuring no
excessive deviations develops or enter the domain.
Our implementation of boundary conditions allows to
place the outer numerical edge relatively close to the
black hole horizon (rout ∼ 10M), where the force-free
approximation is believed to be valid. In this paper, we
consider the surrounding environment to be a uniform
magnetic field (with zero electric field), that corresponds
to the magnetospheric Wald problem we wanted to study.
However, we emphasize this ambient configuration might
be easily replaced in the code to represent other physical
scenarios; even time-dependent ambient fields cases. One
possibility, would be to refine the ambient field adopted,
as to account for more particular (or realistic) accretion
disk properties. Nevertheless, we believe the vertical field
contribution near the BH horizon should always appear
as the dominant one, and thus, we would not expect the
results to differ much from those obtained here. A sec-
ond –and more interesting– possibility, is to consider the
physical scenario of a black hole in translational motion
through a magnetized plasma. It has been first proposed
in [43, 44], that even a non-spinning black hole when
moving relative to a plasma with an asymptotically sta-
tionary electromagnetic field topology, can produce jets.
The problem has also been later approached analytically
(see e.g. [45, 46]). The idea is that, the kinetic energy
is now what powers the jet, instead of the rotational en-
ergy of the black hole as in the usual BZ mechanism. By
appropriately boosting the uniform magnetic field config-
uration we use in this paper as initial/boundary data, it
is possible to numerically implement the problem within
our scheme. The advantage of our numerical approach is
that we can reach truly stationary solutions and, since we
are in the frame of the black hole, we can –in principle–
probe the whole range of possible boost velocities. We
are already exploring this scenario and hopefully we will
present the results soon, in a forthcoming paper.
Finally, it would be also interesting to explore how the
different physical modes behaves during the initial dy-
namical transient and how they set down towards the fi-
nal configuration, in both the magnetospheric Wald prob-
lem and on the boosted black hole scenario. For doing it,
we count with the projections (already built in the code)
into the different characteristic subspaces of the system.
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Appendix A: Evolution Equations
In a previous article, [2], we have constructed a well-
posed evolution system for the theory of force-free elec-
trodynamics. These equations were written following a
standard 3+1 decomposition of a background spacetime
(M , gab), where the spacetime is foliated by the level sur-
faces of a smooth time function t, {Σt}t∈R and an every-
where transversal vector field ta (see e.g. [47]). The nor-
mal vector to these surfaces is given by na := −αgab(dt)b,
where the normalization factor α is known as the lapse
function. And the departure of ta from the normal na
defines the shift vector, βa := ta − αna. In adapted co-
ordinates
{
t, xi
}
9 the line element reads,
ds2 = (β2 − α2)dt2 + 2βidxidt+ hijdxidxj (A1)
where hij is the intrinsic metric on the hypersurfaces Σt.
We adopt here a particular time-independent slicing
of the Kerr spacetime (in which the stationary Killing
vector field plays the role of ta). In particular, we con-
sider the metric in the Kerr-Schild form and use the cubed
sphere coordinates for the angular directions. In this way,
∂tα = 0, and the evolution equations found in [2] can be
slightly rewritten as:
9 For which the “spatial” coordinates xi are preserved along the
vector field ta := (∂t)a (time vector).
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∂tφ = β
k∂kφ− αDjBj − ακφ− α
∆2
E˜krk (A2)
∂tE
i =
(
δik −
B˜iB˜k
B˜2
)[
βkDjEj +Dj(αF kj)
]− αS˜i
B˜2
DjEj + B˜
i
B˜2
[
E˜kDj(αF ∗kj)− E˜βDjBj + rβ + αE˜k∂kφ
]
(A3)
∂tB
i = βiDjBj −Dj(αF ∗ij) + α
∆2
ˆijkrjB˜k +
αE˜i
∆2B˜2
S˜krk − αhij∂jφ (A4)
where the electric and magnetic components of the elec-
tromagnetic tensor were defined from na as,
Ea := Fabn
b (A5)
Ba := −F ∗abnb (A6)
while the Poynting vector is given by,
Sa := ne
eabcEbBc (A7)
And the two electromagnetic invariants are denoted,
G := F abF ∗ab ; F := F
abFab (A8)
We recall here some other important definitions:
E˜i = Ei + σBi
B˜i = Bi − σEi
S˜i = (1 + σ2)Si
σ :=
√
F 2 +G2 − F
G
(A9)
∆2 := B˜2 − E˜2 (A10)
ri :=
α2
4
(
∂i(G/α
2) + σ∂i(F/α
2)
)
(A11)
Also, we have denoted ˆijk ≡ naabcd (the induced volume
element on the hypersurface), and Dj(·) ≡ 1√h∂j(
√
h · )
Naturally, F ij and F ∗ij can be written in terms of electric
and magnetic fields through the relations,
αF ij = Eiβj − Ejβi + αˆijkBk
αF ∗ij = βiBj −Biβj + αˆijkEk
Finally, we incorporate to the evolution system a
damping strategy taken from [21] to have a better control
on the algebraic constraint G = 0. That is,
∂tE
i → ∂tEi − α δ (EkB
k)
B2
Bi (A12)
Since our equations mathematically preserve this con-
straint during the evolution10, we can adopt a moder-
ate coefficient δ ∼ 100 to enjoy the constraint cleaning
10 As compared to those evolution systems which does not include
the complete force-free current (like e.g. [18, 20, 21, 48, 49]).
FIG. 12. Stokes theorem: the total flux of a conserved current,
through the boundary of a spacetime region S ⊂M , is zero.
proprieties, while at the same time –as pointed out in
[27]–, avoid the complications of having stiff terms which
would demand the use of implicit-explicit schemes (like
those used on [21]). Also notice that the damping term
does not alter the characteristic structure of the original
evolution equations (A2)-(A3)-(A4).
Appendix B: Conservations, fluxes, and the
Blandford-Znajek mechanism
From a conserved stress tensor T ab and a Killing vector
field ξa, we can build a conserved current ja := T abξb.
Applying Stokes theorem,
0 =
∫
S
(∇aja)
√−g d4x =
∫
∂S
jadSa (B1)
=
∫
Σt
jadSa −
∫
Σo
jadSa +
∫
rext
jadSˆa −
∫
rint
jadSˆa
One may interpret this as the existence of a quantity
(defined on the hypersurfaces Σt) which is preserved up
to fluxes that enters or leaves the region S (see Fig. 12).
If the region S is enclosed by two time slices and two
spherical (r = cst) surfaces, the boundary normals are:
dSa = −(dt)a
√−g d3x
dSˆa = (dr)a
√−g dt d2x
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The force-free condition implies that the electromag-
netic stress tensor is conserved. The Kerr spacetime has
two Killing vector fields, ka and ma, related with sta-
tionarity and axial symmetries, respectively. The asso-
ciated conserved currents are identified with the electro-
magnetic energy and angular momentum. We define first
the four-momentum,
pa := −T abkb (B2)
The electromagnetic energy at time t is given by,
E(t) :=
∫
Σt
E
√
h d3x (B3)
with E := −pana being the energy density.
According to Stokes theorem, we see that the energy
difference on a time interval would be given by the net
flux of energy across the inner and outer spherical sur-
faces (during this interval). That is,
∆E ≡ E(t)− E(to) = Φ(rext)− Φ(rint)
Φ(R) :=
∫
R
√−g pr dt d2x (B4)
where pr is the radial Poynting flux density, and Φ(R)
represents the flux through a sphere of radius R during
the time interval.
In a stationary situation, the energy would remain
constant and, hence, the flux of electromagnetic energy
through a spherical shell will be the same at any radius.
For an axially symmetric field configuration, on the other
hand, the flux of energy through the black hole horizon
can be computed (see equation (30) in [20]) and gives,
φE |r=rH = 2(Br)2 rH ΩF (ΩH − ΩF ) sin2 θ (B5)
Therefore, if Br 6= 0 and 0 < ΩF < ΩH (to which we
will refer as the BZ conditions [5]), there would be an
outward directed flow of energy from the horizon to
the asymptotic region. This is interpreted as rotational
energy from the black hole being extracted electromag-
netically. While the Maxwell field is actually falling into
the black hole, its associated Killing energy is negative
(which is possible inside the ergoregion), and thus, seen
as a positive flux of EM energy by a “distant observer”.
Analogously, but for the axial Killing field ma, one can
define the angular momentum at time t,
L(t) :=
∫
Σt
Sam
a
√
h d3x (B6)
with, T ram
a, defining the radial angular momentum flux
density.
Appendix C: Numerical Tests
In this appendix we present further tests to our numer-
ical implementation. We first consider the monopole and
split-monopole approximate solutions for slowly rotating
black holes, configurations commonly used to test FFE
codes (see e.g. [18, 20, 23, 50]). Then, we analyze conver-
gence by considering the zeroth-order approximation to
the monopole solution. Finally, we monitor the dynam-
ical behavior of the constraints to see they are properly
preserved during the evolution.
1. Known force-free solutions
a. Monopole solution
Blandford and Znajek [5] has constructed a solution, in
the limit of a slowly rotating black hole, that represents
a magnetic monopole matching the flat spacetime solu-
tion of Michel [51] at large radius and satisfying Znajek’s
condition [52] at the event horizon. This analytic config-
uration predicts ΩF = 0.5 ΩH , and leads to a toroidal
magnetic component
Bφ = −1
8
aB0 sin
2 θ +O(a3) (C1)
In spite of being unphysical, is one of the simplest con-
figurations showing the extraction of energy through the
BZ mechanism and the first force-free solution tested nu-
merically [17]. We employ here, as initial data, the purely
radial zero-order solution,
Br =
B0√
h
sin θ (C2)
adopting B0 = 1 (in geometrized units) and a = 0.1. We
use six grids to cover a region between r = 1.9M and
r = 9.9M (as seen in Sec. II B), with 160 points in each
of the angular and radial directions. The numerical solu-
tion evolves towards the perturbative Blandford-Znajek
solution. Fig. 13 reflects this fact by showing the angular
distributions of ΩF /ΩH and Bφ, at r = 3M . This figure
is comparable to fig. 2 of [18] and fig. 3 of [50].
We notice that, as mentioned in references [18, 50],
the final state of the numerical evolution is insensitive to
the details of the initial condition. Moreover, our results
seems to be also insensible to the choice of outer bound-
ary condition among those that correspond to the zero
and first order11 approximate solutions.
b. Split-monopole solution
Alternating the sign of the magnetic field on one of the
hemispheres leads to the “split-monopole” solution. It is
11 See equations (C3)–(C5), below.
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FIG. 13. Monopole magnetic field of strength Bo = 1,
for a black hole spin a = 0.1 at t = 100M . Top: Angular
frequency of magnetic field lines at r = 3M . Comparison
of our numerical results with the perturbative BZ solution
which has ΩF = 0.5ΩH . Bottom: Angular distribution of
the toroidal component of the magnetic field (at r = 3M).
The numerical solution matches very well the perturbative
one.
still a force-free solution but with zero total magnetic
flux, and hence, more relevant from a physical perspec-
tive. As pointed out in [18], this configuration is sensible
only if there is a perfectly conducting disk in the equa-
torial plane of the black hole. Otherwise, the equatorial
current sheet cannot be stable: the magnetic fields lines
will reconnect and be pushed away. This is what happens
in our numerical simulations, as illustrated in Fig. 14.
We take, as initial/boundary data, the first order ac-
curate split-monopole solution in Kerr-Schild coordinates
from [23] (see also [8]),
Br ' B0αM
2
3r2
(
1− a
2
r2
cos θ
)
(C3)
Bφ ' −B0 aαM
24r2
(
1 +
4M
r
)
(C4)
Eθ ' −B0 a
24α
[
1 +
2Mα2
r
(
1 +
4M
r
)]
sin θ (C5)
with Bθ ' 0 , Er ' 0 , Eφ ' 0. We adopt B0 = 1 for
FIG. 14. Split monopole field of strength Bo = 1 for a black
hole spin a = 0.1. Poloidal magnetic field lines at the x − z
plane around the black hole horizon (thick half circle). Left:
Initial split-monopole configuration at t = 0. Right: Config-
uration of the numerical solution at t = 5M . The magnetic
field lines reconnect and are spelled from the central region.
one hemisphere and B0 = −1 for the other. And again,
we consider the slowly rotating black hole with a = 0.1.
Fig. 14 is in good agreement with fig. 3 of [18] and fig. 2
of [23], showing rapid reconnection of the magnetic field
lines. In Refs. [23, 50], the authors has considered a dif-
ferent prescription for resistivity at the current sheet, by
“nulling the inflow velocity” at the equatorial plane. This
way, they were able to avoid magnetic reconnection and
retain the split-monopole configuration for longer periods
of time.
2. Convergence
We test convergence using the initial/boundary data of
the monopole solution on a slowly rotating (a = 0.1) Kerr
black hole. We consider a numerical domain between
r = 1.9M and r = 5.9M (made from six grids) with
three different spatial resolutions, at the ratio 4 : 2 : 1.
The coarsest resolution uses 21× 21× 41 points for each
of the six grids, while the finest one has 81× 81× 161.
We compute the precision factor p as,
p ∼ log2
( ||u(1) − u(2)||2
||u(2) − u(4)||2
)
(C6)
with (u(1), u(2), u(4)) being the numerical solutions ob-
tained with spatial steps (∆x, ∆x/2, ∆x/4), respectively.
In Fig. 15, we plot the precision factor as a function
of time for all our dynamical variables. As can be seen,
most of them converge to p ∼ 3, which agrees with the
precision of the difference operator at the boundaries (the
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FIG. 15. Evolution of the precision coefficient, p, for the
monopole solution (with a = 0.1), for each of our dynamical
variables. It is computed for two representative grids: one
over the equator (top) and one at the polar region (bottom).
lowest order of the whole scheme). The rest of the fields
are around a value p ∼ 4, corresponding to the precision
of the Runge-Kutta method we use for time integration.
Notice in the bottom image of Fig. 15, the curves of the
components B1-B2 and E1-E2 are superimposed, which
can be easily understood by symmetry considerations.
For the cases considered in Sec. III, in which there is
dissipation taking place at the current sheet, we wont
expect the code to converge. Indeed, the magnetic field
becomes discontinuous there and our finite difference
schemes can not deal appropriately with it. However,
in Fig. 16 where we display the net flux as a function
of the radius for different resolutions, we see the net flux
outside the ergoregion manifest signs of convergence. At
the BH horizon, on the other hand, the figure shows that
there is a slight increase on the flux for higher resolutions.
2 3rErH
r (M)
1e-16
1,5e-16
Φ
res: 21x21x81
res: 41x41x161
res: 61x61x321
FIG. 16. Net energy flux as a function of Cartesian radius
for the late time solutions. The curves corresponds to three
different resolutions, for BH spin a = 0.9 and outer boundary
located at rout = 17.35M . rH and rE represents the horizon
and ergosphere intersection with the equatorial plane.
3. Constraints preservation
We monitor the two constraints of the theory (namely,
∇ · ~B = 0 and G = 0) remain well behaved through-
out the evolution. On one hand, we check no significant
constraint violations arise from the numerical boundary
during the evolution: modifications (3)-(4) at bound-
ary points has proved crucial in avoiding deviations of
∇ · ~B = 0 to access the domain. And on the other hand,
we have verified no constraint violations develops within
the whole integration region. To see this, we have plot-
ted, Fig. 17, the L2 norm of relevant quantities associ-
ated with each of the constraints for a typical run. We
have considered the quotient (∇ · ~B)/|B|, for different
values κ, for the magnetic divergence-free constraint; and
( ~E · ~B)/B2, for different values δ (see expression (A12)),
as a measure of possible deviations of G = 0.
We find satisfactory results in both cases, showing a
decent control on the constraints at the whole domain
and through the evolution. In particular, for the values
of the parameter we have adopted in most of our simu-
lations, namely: κ = 1 and δ = 100. Notice that even
for small values of δ we still deviate little from G = 0,
since our evolution equations mathematically preserve
this constraint and we have just included the extra term,
equation (A12), to have a better numerical control on it.
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